
My name is My character's is The costume ideas I have for my character are.. I would get those costume items from My idea(s) for prop(s) for my character, or other characters are:
Parker  Sutter A cow boy hat,blue jeans,farmer shirt, a toy horse and a hankercheff. My own closet a toy horse,3-4 cowboy hats for marshall and others,a Capitan of ship hat for Portola.
Anastasia James Polk White shirt,  black jacket, black jeans or leggings and black shoes. My own closet No prop ideas.

Lynneth  Ranchero wife (3) white dress with apron & maybe a bun or ponytail with a bow. My own closet For my character maybe a pan
uzziah native american#3 tribe indian amazon basket full of acorns

Scarlet  Jhonson a vest, a shirt (plad) , checkered pants.
My own closet, My parents' closet, My friend, Me and my mom can 
buy (even though you said I shouldn't) or sew my costume. clip board, hat, pen.

Michael Farmer Overalls,button up shirts and black shoes My parents' closet Shovel,pitch fork
Melyssa Joseph De Galvez Black shirt with a blue short sleeve button up shirt with blue jeans and converse. My own closet THe prop for me should me be holding a request letter.

Heavener Californian #1
Similar to how John C. Fremont is dressed in the newspaper this week. Fancy 
jacket and special tie. My own closet, My parents' closet, My friend

Fake money for Sutter, action figure like one of my wrestlers for Johnson, and for me 
and the other Californians a CA state flag.

Diany Native American G2 #2 A plain long Blue dress. Since it was after they wore the other clothing My own closet, Or my Grandmother could make it My idea for the Farmers prop could be a shovel or pitchfork/rake.
Mateo happy califorins cowboy hat, tie,black jacket,jeense My own closet, My parents' closet, My sibling small california  flag

Matthew  Serra
A robe that is white and a cross sign necklace and a rope where I put it to make it 
stay in place

My dad is going to sew it and my mom, they are both going to make 
it Cross sign necklace and a rope to make it stay in place

Sofiya S. Ranchero Wife #2 A brow long skirt a white shirt and boots or high heels My own closet A peace of fake meat on a plate

Suvd Set Director

Some ideas I have for my character are a white top and black jeans (an optional 
addition is a bandana).  Another idea is a dress, or a white top and a long black 
skirt (optional addition is also the bandana). My own closet, Maybe a friend if I need one

A clipboard and paper, a pencil, a notebook, or even a loudspeaker.  
PS: Just in case I forget my lines on the piece of paper or notebook i can put my 
lines on it, but I'm probably not going to write it down.

Benjamin JB
A black short sleeve shirt, jeans, baseball cap, 
small mic that goes around your face? ? possibly maby all (might might not) A megaphone might be neat for my character

Nicole Farmers wife
I will wear a long skirt and a shirt that is the same color as the skirt and also an 
apron and for my feet I would wear sandals. My own closet My Idea for my props is to hold a basket with fruit and vegetables.

Erdene Miguel Hidalgo a beard, robe with white shirt under, and brown pants My own closet, My friend, I dont know where ill get the rest  A penny for Sarshall and Sutter to use as gold.

Samantha Administrator #2
Black pants, a plain white top, and a hoodless jacket with a collar and gold 
embroidery on the hem of the jacket My own closet, A store

Rhiannon Ranchero wife #1 A long dress My friend
My idea of a prop for my character is probably something like one of those big hats 
you wear during the summer

dael Administrator #1 that I be a old man My own closet Jeans, coat
Good to go
not quite
let’s discuss
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